Imaging Analysis of the Neuromuscular Junction in Dystrophic Muscle.
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD), caused by the absence of the protein dystrophin, is characterized as a neuromuscular disease in which muscle weakness, increased susceptibility to muscle injury, and inadequate repair appear to underlie the pathology. Considerable attention has been dedicated to studying muscle fiber damage, but there is little information to determine if damage from contraction-induced injury also occurs at or near the nerve terminal axon. Interestingly, both human patients and the mouse model for DMD (the mdx mouse) present fragmented neuromuscular junction (NMJ) morphology. Studies of mdx mice have revealed presynaptic and postsynaptic abnormalities, nerve terminal discontinuity, as well as increased susceptibility of the NMJ to contraction-induced injury with corresponding functional changes in neuromuscular transmission and nerve-evoked electromyography. Focusing on the NMJ as a contributor to functional deficits in the muscle represents a paradigm shift from the more prevalent myocentric perspectives. Further studies are needed to determine the extent to which the nerve-muscle interaction is disrupted in DMD and the role of the NMJ in the dystrophic progression. This chapter lists the tools needed for nerve terminal and NMJ structural analysis using fluorescence imaging, and provides a step-by-step outline for how to stain, image, and analyze the NMJ in skeletal muscle, with specific attention to mdx muscle.